Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= Begin U.S.S. Elara Mission =/\=/\=/\=

SCI_Savie says:
::in shuttlebay::

FCO_David says:
::in TL1::

CTO-FoDco says:
:: in shuttlebay::

CO_Lenor says:
::pacing back and forth on the bridge::

CMOJoRoss says:
::in shuttle bay::

SCI_Savie says:
::retrieving belongings::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Stepping out of shuttle::

CEO_MayS says:
::Running a Level One Diagnostic, giving the main computer input on repairs::

FCO_David says:
::arrives at main bridge and exits TL::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Stuck carrying May's things::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Enters TL::

CTO-FoDco says:
Computer: Bridge

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: You need to get the CEO's belongings

FCO_David says:
CO: Request permission to come aboard sir.

OPS_Quag says:
:: Steps out of his type 6 shuttle and proceeds to the TL::

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: Since we beamed her over

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: Permission to come aboard sir

OPS_Quag says:
:: Steps in the TL:: TL: Bridge

CO_Lenor says:
::taking a look around....  noticing how strange it feels to be on a different ship::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Frowns, snarls, and reaches for the other bags::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Mumble... Mumble... Mumble...::

SCI_Savie says:
::grabs bags, heads for quarters::

CEO_MayS says:
::Stretches. inputs more commands::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Exits TL::

OPS_Quag says:
*CO* Permission to come aboard ma'am?

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks out of the shuttle bay to the TL::

CEO_MayS says:
*CSO*: Shahn. Have my things been beamed to our quarters yet?

CTO-FoDco says:
::On bridge:: CO: Permission to come aboard ma'am

CO_Lenor says:
*Quag* permission granted... welcome aboard

SCI_Savie says:
::arrives in quarters, starts unloading things::

CMOJoRoss says:
::enters TL: Bridge

CSO_Shahn says:
*CEO*: I'm carrying them!!!

CSO_Shahn says:
::Arrives at his quarters, and throws everything onto the floor::

CO_Lenor says:
::looks at FoDco and grins::  permission granted

FCO_David says:
CO: Request permission to come aboard sir.

CEO_MayS says:
::shakes head in bewilderment.:: *CSO*: Why ever would you do that for?

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: Permission to take my station ma'am

SCI_Savie says:
::arranges everything::

CSO_Shahn says:
Self: (Inaudible)

CO_Lenor says:
::starts to look annoyed::  CTO: yes

CSO_Shahn says:
::Walks to TL, ignoring May::

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks out of the TL on to the Bridge::

OPS_Quag says:
:: Steps out of the TL and onto the bridge, gazes around the well lit bridge in awe:: ALL: This is nothing like my old Klingon bridge :: Takes his seat at OPS::

SCI_Savie says:
::can't beam items over in shuttle he thinks::

CO_Lenor says:
FCO; permission granted

CTO-FoDco says:
::Takes place at tactical... runs weapons tests::

CSO_Shahn says:
TL: Bridge.

FCO_David says:
CO: Thank you ma'am.

CO_Lenor says:
::nods to the FCO::

CMOJoRoss says:
CO_Lenor: Captain, CMO Officer Ens. Johanna Ross reporting for duty, ma'am.

FCO_David says:
::takes the helm and runs a check on the engines::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Arrives::

SCI_Savie says:
::gets in TL::

CEO_MayS says:
*CO*: The level 5 diagnostic will be done in two minutes. Everything appears nominal so far...

SCI_Savie says:
TL: Bridge. ::beep::

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: All tactical systems report ready, Sir

OPS_Quag :: Takes the OPS console and logs on, runs a level 3 diagnostic on the comm and transporter systems, then looks around to check out the new bridge:: (Console.wav)

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: Lt. JG. CSO Shahn reporting for duty, captain.

CO_Lenor says:
::nods to the CMO::  welcome aboard

OPS_Quag says:
CO: No problems with Communications and transporters just yet, all is clear

SCI_Savie says:
::arrives on bridge, takes SCI station::

SCI_Savie says:
CO: Reporting for duty.

CEO_MayS ::And still the tests run....:: (CompWorking.wav)

CSO_Shahn says:
::Takes his post::

FCO_David says:
CO: All engines are operating with peak efficiency.

CO_Lenor says:
::watches the crew arrive... nods to the CSO::

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: acknowledged

CMOJoRoss says:
CO: Thank you Sir. I will be in sick bay if I am needed.

OPS_Quag says:
CO: We are clear here at ops

CO_Lenor says:
CMO: understood

FCO_David says:
::begins to test the Nav. sensors::

CTO-FoDco says:
:: Watches tactical sensors::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Starts tapping on panel, reviewing the specs and literature on the new systems::

SCI_Savie says:
CO: Requesting permission for duty.

OPS_Quag says:
CO: Give me the word and I will contact McKinley station for departure

CEO_MayS says:
::thinks of Shahn whilst tapping at the diagnostic panel::

CMOJoRoss says:
::Turns and makes her way to sick bay enters the TL:: ^computer^: Deck 12

FCO_David ::testing Nav. sensors:: (Console.wav)

CO_Lenor says:
SCI: permission granted

SCI_Savie says:
CO: Thank you.

SCI_Savie says:
::operates station, awaits orders::

CTO-FoDco says:
::ready to leave space dock::

CO_Lenor says:
OPS: contact the station and see if we are clear for departure

CMOJoRoss says:
::exits TL and head for sickbay::

SCI_Savie says:
::waiting for CSO's orders::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Scan's internal corridors for stowaways::

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: Are all your systems functioning normally, Assistant  ?

FCO_David says:
::notices that the thruster quads could use a little more cleaning::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Smirks to himself::

CEO_MayS says:
*CO*: Captain... The diagnostic is complete.

CO_Lenor says:
::waits for Ops to contact the station::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Scans reveal nothing::

OPS_Quag says:
:: Opens communications and contacts space dock:: Comm: Space Dock: This is the U.S.S. Elara, Permission to depart?

CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* and the results?

SCI_Savie says:
SCI: Yes. Please don't rub it in. It's bad enough that you're part Klingon and I'm part Romulan, I don't need that.

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: All systems seem to be performing normally, sir.

CO_Lenor says:
::nods to the CSO::

OPS_Quag says:
CO: Permission for departure is granted for T -5min.

CMOJoRoss says:
::enters sickbay and walks into the doctors office, and  puts her bag on the table::

FCO_David says:
::Readies thrusters::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Turns and looks at Savie.:: SCI: Did it seem that way? Sorry. I was being serious.

OPS_Quag says:
CO: Permission for departure is granted for T -5min.

CEO_MayS says:
*CO*: Okay... Everything's running perfectly only... we're running at 87% power until the M/ARA works up the strength.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Turns around again and tried to suppress a laugh::

SCI_Savie says:
SCI: It seemed so, the way you emphasized Assistant

CTO-FoDco says:
::leans on tactical... waits...::

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: prepare for departure...  on my mark

CSO_Shahn says:
Thinks: That Vulcan's observant...

FCO_David says:
CO; Aye sir.

FCO_David says:
::prepares for departure::

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: I'm sorry if it seemed that way.

SCI_Savie says:
::begins scans::

CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* I expect it to be running at 100%...  find a way to work it out

FCO_David says:
CO: Aft thrusters.

CEO_MayS says:
*CO*: Sure thing. Just give it ten minutes or so. It's warming up.

CEO_MayS says:
::waves at Mr. Christopher to speed up the reaction process by 20%::

CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* I have faith you can do it..

CSO_Shahn says:
::Begins scanning the nearby area, double and triple checking the science systems.::

FCO_David says:
CO: All flight systems ready.

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks over to the replicator and orders coffee white no sugar, walks back to the desk and takes out the Padds she was working on when on the shuttle::

CEO_MayS says:
*CO/OPS*: Thank you, sir. I'm speeding up the process. It should hold. But, don't start taxing the system to quick. Hear that, Ops?

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: acknowledged

SCI_Savie says:
::quadruple checks CSO's scans::

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* Understood

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* You know me, no hurry :: Smiles::

SCI_Savie says:
::corrects two errors::

CEO_MayS says:
::walks to Master systems monitor and watches the progress indicator::

CEO_MayS says:
::grins at Ops' comment::

FCO_David says:
::looks at ops::

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: I found two errors in the scans.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Looks at his panel:: SCI: ... I new you would get those. That's why I left them there.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Grins at Savie::

CSO_Shahn says:
SO: Good job.

OPS_Quag says:
FCO: Good day Dave, what are you looking at :: Smiles::

CMOJoRoss says:
::puts down that Padds and walking into main treatment area of sickbay::

SCI_Savie says:
::looks at Shahn with a face of confusion:: CSO: That's not very logical...

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: I can't believe I missed those...

FCO_David says:
OPS: Never actually had a Klingon ship mate.  Should be fun.  ::Grins::

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: I've just had a lot on my mind. I guess I'm just a little preoccupied, between you and me.

CEO_MayS says:
*FCO*: The nacelles are only generating level 5 warp fields for the next ten minutes. Sorry.

Host James says:
<Earth Station McKinley>  COM Elara:  You are now cleared for departure.  Gate 12-D is open.

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: Umm...affirmative.:: returns to duties::

FCO_David says:
*CEO* Acknowledged

CMOJoRoss says:
::runs a complete check of all medical supplies and equipment to see everything in order::

CEO_MayS says:
::nods::

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: ::grins::  get us out of here..

CEO_MayS says:
::Taps a few more selections on the MSM::

OPS_Quag says:
FCO: Just don't annoy one, when we get angry, we get sloppy, don't want to be accidentally beamed into space do you? ::Evil Grin::

FCO_David says:
CO: Yes sir.  Engages aft thrusters.

OPS_Quag says:
FCO: It is a long trip home, especially when you are floating home ::Eviler Grin::

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: Are you reading any more imperfections? Everything looks good over here.

FCO_David says:
::engages thrusters::

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: Everything check out.

FCO_David says:
OPS:  We'll see.

FCO_David says:
::holds course::

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: Good.

OPS_Quag says:
CO: All systems go, reading no power drains, 0 power resistance

CSO_Shahn says:
::Tries to look busy, scanning nearby space::

CEO_MayS says:
::Notes the impulse systems at 100%::

CMOJoRoss says:
::after the equipment check, returns to office to check on staffing leaves::

FCO_David says:
CO: We have cleared Earth Station McKinley sir.

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: set course for sector 593-4

CEO_MayS says:
*OPS*: 94% power, Ensign.

SCI_Savie says:
::keeps checking stellar statography::

FCO_David says:
CO: Aye course laid in sir.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Thinks he'll have to have a bloodwine at the Messhall for this voyage::

FCO_David says:
::lays in course::

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* I have no power drain readings up here

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: warp 2

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: engage

CEO_MayS says:
*OPS*: That's because there's no 'drain'. The power hasn't been up to 100% yet.

FCO_David says:
CO: Aye sir. ::engages warp drive::

SCI_Savie says:
::checks ship's position in space, watches it prepare to enter warp::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Looks at Viewscreen::

CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* Keep a close eye on these engines...  I want them working in tip top shape..

FCO_David says:
::feels proud::

CEO_MayS says:
::turns around as the M/ARA starts thrumming faster as the ship goes to Warp 2::

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* I mean that out of the power being generated, 100% of that power is being used, no power drain, no power resistance

FCO_David  (Warp.wav)

SCI_Savie says:
::watches ship go in warp::

CEO_MayS says:
*OPS*: Of course. But the total ship's power has not reached it's peak ::beep:: Never mind. 100% power.

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: Sensors detecting fluctuations in space....  unknown origin.

CTO-FoDco says:
::yawns::

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: Sir, the sensors are detecting fluctuations in space. We have no origin.

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* Whatever you say, your the tech person, they aren't my blasted engines ::Smiles::

CEO_MayS says:
*CO*: Do you copy, sir? We have maximum power output.

CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* acknowledged

CEO_MayS says:
::Notes the sudden lapses in the warp shell's structure.::

CEO_MayS says:
*OPS*: Are you draining power up there? The warp systems are fluctuating.

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: Sir, the sensors are detecting fluctuations in space. We don't know the origin.

CO_Lenor says:
CSO: location?

CEO_MayS says:
*OPS*: I'm trying to compensate from down here.

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: Hmm......the captain doesn't seem to be taking you seriously...

FCO_David says:
*CEO* We've got lapses in the warp field.

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* No, I see the fluctuations as well, nothing up here gives any explanation

CEO_MayS says:
::moves to the 'table' and makes adjustments.::

FCO_David says:
::looks at panel::

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: The fluctuations seem to be streamlined around the ship.

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: They seem to be streamlined around the ship, sir.

CO_Lenor says:
::looks at SCI and glares::

CEO_MayS says:
*OPS*: Has Science looked into it?

CTO-FoDco says:
::checks  TAC sensors for causes of disruption::

FCO_David says:
CO: All stop sir?

OPS_Quag says:
:: Runs level 2 diagnostic::

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: impulse

OPS_Quag says:
CSO: Any ideas on the warp field lapses?

FCO_David says:
CO:  We're losing speed.  Loss of warp field.

CEO_MayS says:
::A level 3 diagnostic has been engaged to monitor further lapses and compensate.::

FCO_David says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::drops to impulse::

FCO_David  (Flyby.wav)

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* Not yet, I am still checking it out, I notified science

CTO-FoDco says:
OPS: nothing showing up on my scanners that could cause this

CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* Get with science to determine what just happened

SCI_Savie says:
::checks on the fluctuations::

FCO_David says:
CO: We are at full impulse.

CO_Lenor says:
::looks at the FCO::  acknowledged

CEO_MayS says:
*CSO*: Sir, can you send someone from your department down here? I need your input. These energy signatures are disconcerting at best.

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: Sir, the fluctuations have stopped.

FCO_David says:
*CEO* Any ideas as to the cause of the field fluctuations?

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: The fluctuations stooped.

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* CO, CTO, CSO, FCO: ah, power indicators show the pod is drawing minimal power from all key systems

CSO_Shahn says:
*CSO*: Yeah, Savie's on his way.

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* CO, CTO, CSO, FCO: ah, power indicators show the pod is drawing minimal power from all key systems that is the explanation for all this

CO_Lenor says:
CSO: I figured as much

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: Report to the CEO, please.

SCI_Savie says:
SCI: What?

SCI_Savie says:
SCI: OK...

SCI_Savie says:
::heads for TL::

CEO_MayS says:
*FCO*: Yup. That darn LRS pod was drawing less power than it should've been. Looks like it wants attention.

CO_Lenor says:
CSO/*CEO* I want to know what caused it and how to fix it...

SCI_Savie says:
::takes TL to engineering::

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* See if you can stabilize the power drainage from the Pod, we really gotta get use to that thing

CO_Lenor says:
CSO/*CEO* and I want to know now

FCO_David says:
*CEO* How long until we can get under way?

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: The fluctuations stooped.

CMOJoRoss says:
::Starts working on new medical emergency protocol, because of the lack of doctors on board::

CEO_MayS says:
*OPS*: Has the proper power been assigned to the LRS pod?

SCI_Savie says:
::arrives in engineering::

CO_Lenor says:
SCI: I am aware of it... but when we go to warp again it will start again

SCI_Savie says:
CEO: Reporting? You need something?

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: fluctuations may have been caused by the degrading of the warp field.

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* Hold on, I'll check :: Checks if the LRS assigned power is the level of power being used by the pods::

CO_Lenor says:
CSO: why did the warp field degrade?

FCO_David says:
*CEO* How long until we can get underway?

SCI_Savie says:
CEO: Umm.......

CEO_MayS says:
SCI: Never mind. You can report back to Science. I have everything under control now.

SCI_Savie says:
CEO: Aye...

SCI_Savie says:
::arrives at bridge::

CEO_MayS says:
*FCO*: Best case scenario? two minutes.

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: I don't know at this present time. I will scan more excessively.

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* Got that blasted pod's power drainage under control yet?

CO_Lenor says:
*CEO* and the worst/

CEO_MayS says:
*FCO/OPS*: Yup. It's all fixed.

SCI_Savie says:
::takes SCI, glares at CSO for sending him on a wild goose chase::

CEO_MayS says:
*CO/FCO/OPS*: Fire it up.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Doesn't notice::

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: continue course... warp 2

FCO_David says:
CO: Aye sir. ::engages warp drive::

SCI_Savie says:
::returns glare to scans, which are flashing on and off::

FCO_David  (Warp.wav)

OPS_Quag says:
ALL: Power readings normal, warp fields within safety limits so far

FCO_David says:
::monitors field::

SCI_Savie says:
::recalibrate, and science station returns to 100%::

CO_Lenor says:
::looks at CSO and waits to hear how the warp field is holding up::

CEO_MayS says:
*SCI*: Your sensors might blink for a bit. The LRS pod is fluctuating. Just let it absorb more power.

CO_Lenor says:
::continues walking around the bridge... isn't sitting::

SCI_Savie says:
::checks stellar status::

OPS_Quag says:
CO: All systems check out, warp fields within safety levels,

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: The warp field is returning to normal now, sir.

CO_Lenor says:
OPS/CSO: acknowledged...   ::whispers::  good...

CSO_Shahn says:
*CEO*: Understood.

CO_Lenor says:
CTO: and the status of shields and weapons is?

OPS_Quag says:
CO: Receiving a audio communiqué from Outpost 21

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: All tactical systems are functioning normally sir

FCO_David says:
CO: ETA in 4 days sir if nothing else goes wrong.

OPS_Quag says:
CO: Should I open channels?

OPS_Quag says:
CO: Receiving a audio communiqué from Outpost 21

CMOJoRoss says:
::calls all medical staff for a meeting::

CO_Lenor says:
OPS: well lets listen to it

OPS_Quag CO: Channel Open (OPENCHAN.wav)

Host James says:
<Outpost 21> COM Elara: We need you to divert your primary mission of system charting for the time being and delivery some perishable medical supplies to the colony on Kiragor IV.

FCO_David says:
::listens closely::

CEO_MayS says:
*CSO*: Okey-doke. LRS pod is 100& operational. Do you concur?

CEO_MayS says:
100%, even

CSO_Shahn says:
*CEO*: Yes. LRS is functioning properly.

CEO_MayS says:
*CSO*: Goody.

SCI_Savie says:
::checks scans::

CEO_MayS says:
::goes back to making more allowances to make sure that darn pod doesn't fritz.::

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: change course to respond

CMOJoRoss says:
::Starts briefing the medical staff on ways to get around the one doctor problem::

FCO_David says:
CO: Yes sir.  Course set.

FCO_David says:
::sets course::

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: warp 5

SCI_Savie says:
::ready::

FCO_David says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::changes course::

Host James says:
Action:  The journey to Outpost 21 takes three days.   The ship arrives in orbit of Outpost 21.

CEO_MayS says:
::notices the increase in warp field generation::

CTO-FoDco says:
::Checks sensors::

FCO_David says:
CO: We are in orbit sir.

OPS_Quag says:
:: Walks onto the bridge, well rested::

SCI_Savie says:
::resumes scans::

CEO_MayS says:
::on bridge, at Engineering station::

SCI_Savie says:
::wipes sleep from his eyes::

FCO_David says:
OPS: Morning.

CO_Lenor says:
OPS: station on screen

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: Nothing unusual.

CEO_MayS says:
::left Main Engineering in Mister Christopher’s capable hands, yesterday afternoon::

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: Need...coffee...

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: No anomalous readings sir

OPS_Quag says:
:: Takes his seat and logs on:: FCO: Hello good morning to you to, be careful, I'm grumpy in the morning

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks into sickbay::

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: Just kidding.

CO_Lenor says:
CTO: outpost on screen

Host James says:
Action:  Outpost 21 shows up on screen, nestled in between two forests and a mountain.

FCO_David says:
::Sarcastically:: OPS: I can tell.

CSO_Shahn says:
::Shakes head::

CSO_Shahn says:
CSI: What was that?

CMOJoRoss says:
::asks the head nurse if there is anything to report::

OPS_Quag says:
:: Brings the outpost on-viewer::

FCO_David says:
::looks up::

CTO-FoDco says:
::changes viewer angle::

CEO_MayS says:
OPS: Ooh.... You don't know the meaning of grumpy in the morning. CSO: I'm really sorry, Shahn.

OPS_Quag says:
FCO: hey, leave me alone, I had no breakfast

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: I wish my human side wouldn't make me do that...::looks embarrassed::

CO_Lenor says:
::walks over to Ops::  and be aware I am grumpy when others are grumpy in the morning...  ::walks away::

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: contact the outpost

OPS_Quag says:
CO: I am receiving the coordinates for the location of the medical supplies

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: I wish I could focus... I feel so distracted.

FCO_David says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Contacts outpost::

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: Distracted? The tw........Never mind.

CEO_MayS says:
::Still monitoring Engineering.::

FCO_David says:
COMM: Outpost: This is the USS Elara.

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: That's right... them.

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: Oh...I assumed...

CO_Lenor says:
OPS: and the location of the supplies?

FCO_David says:
OPS: Here.  ::gives Ops a mug of coffee::

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: Assumed what?

FCO_David says:
COMM: Outpost 21: Outpost 21 this is the USS Elara.  Please respond.

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: That was the reason you two were in sickbay when we left the Geneva.

OPS_Quag says:
:: Sends the coordinates to the captains chair:: CO: I sent them to you, you should receive them

OPS_Quag says:
CO: Incoming comm from Outpost 21

OPS_Quag CO: Channel Open (OPENCHAN.wav)

Host James says:
<Outpost 21> COM Elara:  This is Outpost 21.  We have delivered you the coordinates of the medical supplies.

CEO_MayS says:
::yawns and rubs eyes, slowing the M/ARA reaction process to a lower setting.::

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: I knew you were married, but this...

CSO_Shahn says:
SCI: I... I thought I told you... I didn't? I need to focus...

OPS_Quag says:
whispers to the FCO: Thanx, I need the caffeine :: takes a sip::

CO_Lenor says:
COM Outpost 21: we have received the coordinates

SCI_Savie says:
CSO: I believe Sephur kept you from it...

CO_Lenor says:
OPS: CSO will need the coordinates

OPS_Quag says:
CO: Yes ma'am

CEO_MayS says:
SCI: Kept him from what?

CO_Lenor says:
OPS: sir will do nicely

CEO_MayS says:
::curious::

OPS_Quag says:
:: Sends the coordinates to SCI::

CSO_Shahn says:
::receives coordinates::

CO_Lenor says:
CSO: set up what ever is needed to keep the supplies

SCI_Savie says:
CEO: Telling me about that.

OPS_Quag says:
CO: Should I beam up the supplies to Sick Bay?

CO_Lenor says:
::walks over to CTO::  scan the area..., something doesn't seem right to me

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: Aye.

SCI_Savie says:
CEO: The twins that is...

CTO-FoDco says:
::Scans area::

CO_Lenor says:
OPS: CSO will determine where the supplies need to go

CEO_MayS says:
SCI: Enough please... It's not by goal that EVERYONE know.

SCI_Savie says:
CEO: Aye...

OPS_Quag says:
:: Spits out the coffee all over his console, to hot, it burnt his tongue, grabs some cloth and wipes it up::

CEO_MayS says:
OPS: I can get an Engineering crew down to clear Cargo Bay 2.

SCI_Savie says:
::returns his gaze to the scans::

FCO_David says:
::smiles at ops::

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: I'm reading something odd off the port bow.

OPS_Quag says:
CEO: That won't be necessary just yet, the CSO is taking care of it

CSO_Shahn says:
::works with his panel::

CO_Lenor says:
::walks back over to OPS:::  Make a point of having your coffee before reporting for duty in the future

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: I can't be anymore specific sir...

OPS_Quag says:
CO: Yes sir,

CO_Lenor says:
CTO: scan the outpost

OPS_Quag says:
CSO: Any idea of where you want me to put those med supplies yet?

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: Aye Sir.

SCI_Savie says:
::double checks scans::

CSO_Shahn says:
OPS: Yes. Here. ::Transfers info to OPS1::

CEO_MayS says:
CSO: Have you decided where the supplies will be contained? I have an Engineering team ready with antigravs and cargo transporters to clear out any cargo bay.

CO_Lenor says:
CSO/OPS: do not transport anything with out my approval

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: I'm not getting anything odd from the outpost... I can't read the command area due to a shield...

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* I have the storage location, hold on

CSO_Shahn says:
CO: I think cargobay 2 would be best.

CO_Lenor says:
*CMO*: get with CSO on where you might want these supplies sorted

CSO_Shahn says:
CEO: Is that alright?

CEO_MayS says:
CSO: Perfectly alright.

FCO_David says:
CEO: How are the engines?

CO_Lenor says:
*CMO* CSO thinks cargo bay 2 is appropriate . Do you agree?

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* Cargo bay 2, clear it, tell me when it is ready, and I will beam the supplies up, remember these need the stasis fields

SCI_Savie says:
::supervises conversations::

CEO_MayS says:
::orders an Engineering team to begin relocating crew belongings to other areas.::

CEO_MayS says:
*FCO*: Engines in tip-top shape.

CMOJoRoss says:
*CO* Aye Captain.

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* They are perishable, please set up a stasis field, before I beam them up

SCI_Savie says:
::resumes duties::

CEO_MayS says:
::enters CB2::

CEO_MayS says:
::sets up anti-graviton emitters::

CO_Lenor says:
CTO: go to yellow alert

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: Aye Sir.

CEO_MayS says:
::Engineering team speeds up their job::

CTO-FoDco  (Yellow Alert.wav)

CEO_MayS says:
::Initiates the stasis fields::

OPS_Quag says:
*CEO* Are you ready yet?

FCO_David says:
CO: Remain in orbit sir?

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: I'm attempting to penetrate the shield with the sensors, but so far I'm getting nothing

CEO_MayS says:
*OPS*: CB2 has been prepared. Commence transport.

OPS_Quag *CEO* And to think 3 days ago I said no hurry, ready, energizing :: Locks the coordinates in and beams the supplies into the CB2's stasis fields:: (Transporter.wav)

CO_Lenor says:
CTO: check and see if the shielding on the command center has a refresh rate....  pin point it and see if you can get a scan then

CEO_MayS says:
*OPS*: And in the future. Don't rush me.

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: I'm not detecting any com badge signals outside the shield...

SCI_Savie says:
::almost falls asleep::

OPS_Quag says:
CO: The supplies are in the stasis field in cargo bay 2, we are set to leave

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: Aye Sir.

FCO_David says:
CO: Sir should we remain in orbit?

CSO_Shahn says:
::Shakes head, overhearing OPS::

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: I can't get through sir.

CEO_MayS says:
*CO*: All supplies are aboard. Per your orders, I hope?

FCO_David says:
CO: Sir?

CO_Lenor says:
CTO: anything?

CO_Lenor says:
FCO: stay where we are?

FCO_David says:
CO: Aye sir.

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: no sir

CEO_MayS says:
::makes it back to Main Engineering::

CEO_MayS says:
::satisfied with the power systems:: ::impressive lack of bugs::

CO_Lenor says:
::looks at the crew on the bridge::  ALL: doesn't it bother any of you we are only getting audio communication... and the command center is shielded

OPS_Quag says:
CO: It is a little out of the ordinary yes

CO_Lenor says:
all on bridge: I want to know what is going on down there.... now....

SCI_Savie says:
::does more scans::

FCO_David says:
::looks at the CO::  CO: Does me sir.

SCI_Savie says:
::looks up at CO with confusion::

CMOJoRoss says:
*CO* Would you like me to go to Cargo Bay 2 to check on these supplies, Sir.

CTO-FoDco says:
CO: I recommend we raise shields sir.

SCI_Savie says:
::wonders::

CSO_Shahn says:
::Wonders::

Host James says:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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